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“My God, it’s full of stars!”

Bowman, penetrating the monolithe.
2001 : space odyssey, Stanley Kubrick
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PROLOGUE
Which living organism is the source of all life on earth? Having survived all of the
great extinctions, the worst climatic tragedies, volcanic eruptions and even nuclear
contamination which living organism’s biological characteristics are closest to immortality?
It is moss, also called bryophytes by botanists.
Moss is omnipresent on the surface of the earth: in the shade of deep continental
or tropical forests, in arid deserts, on the ice pack, in the savannah, the taiga or even
the Arctic steppe.
Moss has a dreamy quality that captures our imagination.
However, as soon as it reaches the cities and zones demarcated and conquered by
mankind,they are deemed threatening, and undesirable.
THE MAGICAL WORLD OF MOSS tells the story of this plantlife, reviled in
Europe yet deified in Japan. What are these shapeless, crawling mosses to which we
pay such little attention? This featherlight and underestimated organism has exceptional story to tell us about the world, science and cultures.
This film will trace the history of this organism from the insignificant little
plant to the immense symbol as evocative and grand as a constellation. THE
MAGICAL WORLD OF MOSS is a philosophical ode to moss, documenting
the substantial power of nature and resituating man to his rightful position.
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DIRECTOR’S
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DIRECTOR’S NOTE
We’re going to tell you a story, a scientific fable of sorts. It’s a retelling of the classic
David vs Goliath, with the humble moss versus the Almighty Man. Our hero is far
more extraordinary than it appears at first sight. Underdogs immediately provoke
empathy and curiosity. Moss has very little going for it tiny, sometimes microscopic,
vulnerable, shapeless, immobile and yet…
Once upon a time...
This is the story of a miniscule, unspecified organism that Westerners trample on
carelessly but which is worshiped as a demigod in Japan. Supple and sponge like,
mosses can attract us as much as they can leave us indifferent. They are eradicated
wherever humans walk, on paths, on pavements or in alleys lest we should slip on
them. We seek them out in the forests, amongst the undergrowth, on the rocks, but
we don’t know how to truly observe them, let alone how to identify them. There are
a multitude of moss varietals on earth—nearly 25,000 in total, with 2,000 in Europe, and 800 in France alone. But can you even name one of kind of moss?
It is the story of a small plant that played a vital role in the creation of life on earth.
“It all began with mosses,” says Tim Lenton, a professor at the University of Exeter
and one of the co-authors of a study published in 2016 in the proceedings of the
American Academy of Sciences (PNAS). “It’s exciting to think that without the evolution of the humble moss, none of us would be here today. Our research suggests
that mosses caused a major rise in the oxygen content of the Earth’s atmosphere.”
Scientists have theorized that forests caused oxygen levels to rise, but Tim Lenton
and his co-authors disagree. Using simulations, they estimated that about 440 million years ago, mosses potentially generated about 30% of the earth’s oxygen. This
increase in oxygen levels allowed plant and animal life (including humans) to evolve.
Most mosses are tiny, a times they are even barely visible, so they are understandably very difficult to observe. Binocular loupes or microscopes are required, rendering the task sometimes complex. It is a plant unlike any other, it has no fruits, seeds,
flowers or roots, and its mode of reproduction is singular. It is an extraterrestrial
organism.
Our film aspires to be a visual poem based in science. We want to make a film that
will surprise as we embark on this timeless journey to the core of that which is both
infinitely small and infinitely vast. The story of this plant is an ecological fable. It
relativizes the dominant role of the man and projects us into an alternate story of
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the world, past, present and future by dethroning man and placing him firmly on
equal footing with nature: mortal and replaceable. The history of moss lends itself
to a variety of narrative formats. We would like to proceed loosely, in the manner
of Patricio Guzman’s film “The Pearl Button,” by raising themes and then looking
at them from various angles. Through this magical freeform association of ideas
and concepts, we will make unexpected connections which will reveal empirical and
sometimes invisible links between the history of moss and that of mankind.
We believe that moss is an experiential subject that can help us connect with
nature, science, time and dreams.

Immersion in the Valley of Lakagigar ICELAND
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SYNOPSIS / A FABLE BASED ON A SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE
A decanting of Time: The Valley of Lakagigar
The fog slowly dissipates over a terrain as black as ebony. The first rays of sunlight
reveal a primitive landscape. There’s not the slightest hint of human activity. A
crust of black magma envelops the 120 craters of Lakagigar in southern Iceland.
The ensemble is disrupted by a deep rift that cuts through the landscape. There are
no trees, no flowers, no humans... It is a charred landscape, so devoid of any sign of
life that every detail of the topography is discernable. It was here in 1783 that one
of the most violent volcanic eruptions in the history of the world took place. The
third largest lava flow on Earth since the end of the Ice Age. This catastrophe covered the land in a thick layer of barren magma. Two centuries later, as the sun’s rays
hit the ground, a tapestry of moss can be seen covering the black and rugged landscape. This moss (Racomitrium lanuginosum) is the only plant organism capable of
growing in this desolate terrain. For two centuries, it has slowly been colonizing
the cooled lava, producing a green blanket several centimeters thick which embrace
every contour line. A true decanting of time: plant kingdom, antediluvian rock and
movements of light: this mossy landscape with its thousand shades of green is a
harbinger of the return of life after chaos..

The Lakagigar in Winter, ICELAND
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Genesis: The Dream of an Aquatic Memory
This reflection on the origin of life on earth will takes us back 440 million years
to when mosses were merely algae. The visual device will be that of a dream: here
the mosses remember. In this aquatic universe, weary of the constant slapping of
the waves, of the ebb and flow of the tides, algae take their courage in both hands
and over several millennia struggle to extract themselves from the violence of the
ocean. We are plunged into the depths of the sea with this audacious organism
which has nothing left to lose and is tirelessly laboring to achieve the impossible
adventure. Like a commando unit, they slowly they reach the ground algae and succeed in establishing a beachhead on the black and magmatic earth. They undergo
several mutations which allow them to adapt to the atmospheric conditions and develop into moss. As the first plant organism to set foot on solid ground, it is at the
origin of life on earth: they end up establishing an encampment on this sterile soil.
The decomposition of dead mosses creates a substrate conducive to trees and plants
settling and taking root in the soil. Thanks to these mosses an enormous amount
of oxygen is released in the atmosphere, transforming this arid planet into a lush
planet. This aquatic sequence presents the perfect opportunity to explore the mode
of sexual reproduction of the bryophytes. The mosses have preserved the aquatic
mechanisms of their ancestors the algae so they can only reproduce in contact with
large quantities of water. Michael Lüth , a German expert in bryology, will share
never before seen macroscopic images of moss reproduction (a surprising beautiful
aquatic ballet). These scenes will be interspersed with true to life size shots taken
with underwater cameras. This will accentuate the spectator’s immersion into this
universe of water, silent and deaf, towards a universe of conquest of the earth’s
crust.
Les grandes tourbières
We return to solid ground and contemporary time in the middle of landscapes that
we love and that are universally pleasing. The peat bog plains nestled between the
bare mountains of the Scottish Highlands or at the rounded foothills of the Jura
Mountains are a sight to behold. The landscape is open, with an expansive vista and
no hint of urbanization. In autumn, the sphagnum moss emblazes the scenery with
its fiery red and orange tones. This moss produces peat and creates spongy basins
of several acres in the plains. Its colors contrast with the dry, beige and purple
heather of the surrounding moorland. These peat bogs also have an underground
thickness: nearly seven meters of moss are ensconced within the hollows of these
territories. In 2016, just north of Dublin, a huge 9-kilogram lump of butter was
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found, well-sheltered four meters deep in a sphagnum moss bog. Its age, 2,000 years.
Our ancestors used the bogs to store their dairy products. Peat bogs have a cool,
constant temperature, are acidic, expel oxygen and function like a freezer.
Peat Moss, or sphagnum moss is constantly changing and regenerating itself, like
a bubbling mass of matter. Peat bogs store CO2, they are often referred to as carbon wells: the organic matter conserves this gas (indispensable for human survival)
better than any tropical forest. Peat bogs take centuries to build up, millimeter by
millimeter. The development will grow in effervescence (think of the brooms in
Disney’s Fantasia), as an accelerated stopwatch exposes the time it takes for these
layers of white peat to build up. Cut to a foot stepping on the fresh peat surface.
We observe the safety shoes (reinforced with steel bands) of a worker who walks
towards his disproportionately large vehicle. The tearing up and mining of this
ground requires heavy and powerful tools. It takes just a handful of for a shovel to
turn over, dig up and extract this soil which took so many years to make. This soil
is not only of capable detaining a precious gas, insulating over time, but it can also
retain impressive quantities of water: up to 26 times the weight of sphagnum moss.
In dry weather, peat bogs gradually release water back into the environment and
thus rebalance the overall water regime. A tragedy is unfolding before our eye. This
moss, which we have grown to love and whose significance and longevity on earth
we have learned to appreciate is being wrenched from the ground. Our film exposes

The Great Peat Bogs of Bord Na Móna - IRELAND
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the terrible hardship this organism endures as we begin to get attached to it. Man
has found a multitude of uses for peat moss, from compost to insulation, absorbents
and even whiskey. All this of course at the high cost of the lands which painstakingly produce them. The peat bogs exploited in the moors or steppes of Scotland,
Ireland or Russia, generate scars which can reach up to several kilometers in length.
Aerial images will underscore the extent of this calamity.
Moss Eternal
Freshly harvested sphagnum moss is hung out to dry in warehouses in the meandering outskirts of a Scottish industrial city. It dies and ends up in bags of potting soil
on which is written “EARTH, NATURAL FERTILIZER, bring your gardens back
to life”. Once again, we zoom in for a closer look. The dry and yellowed strands of
moss evoke devastation. This is the opportune moment to boost the morale of the
viewer by sharing that which is nothing short of a miracle: the “revival” of moss
eternal. We will most likely choose to show Leucobryum (one of our most common
varieties, known for its cushion-like shapes, like small round animals covered with
fur). This moss was kept dormant for thirty years between the leaves of an amateur
botanist’s herbarium, but merely a few drops of water sufficed to revive it. It made
a victorious return to life when everything seemed to be long over.
The rate of protein synthesis which generated this revival in less than an hour is
twice as high the course of normal growth in other plants. This miracle will be
filmed using time-lapse technology in order to experience in real time this quivering
rebirth of life on earth. This sequence will be bestowed with all the import it justifiably deserves. We will dramatize this moment and choose the appropriate narrative
techniques to render this moment unforgettable. The viewer will be surprised, elated and overcome with a sense of empathy for the triumphant moss. The revivification will be explained in detail to better understand what is at stake in this process.
And there are many examples of this incredible regeneration, such as the Funaria
Hygrometrica, the phoenix of moss species that swarms on land freshly ravaged by
fires... Within just a few days, resplendent green and orange slicks thrive amongst
the ashes of a conifer fire. Once again, we are witness to a remarkable return to life.
For moss, the worst-case scenario is nothing short of a garden of Eden.
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The Language of Moss
In the impressive granite valleys of Brittany (Huelgoat, Toulgoulic) the arrival of
the first rains after the heat of summer wanes, transforms this rocky chaos of the
rivers into a lush and luminous green landscape. In these humid forests, moss wields
its artistic hand and paints the landscape; the rapidity with which the humidity is
captured triggers an instantaneous awakening of the cells. Our cameras will capture
this moment with high-resolution time lapse to immerse us into the heart of the
event.
Seen up close, the strands of moss look like tiny forests. As in the forest, we can
get lost in them or appreciate the flowing landscapes they create. A macro shot on a
Leucobryum cushion, for example, takes on the allure of a mysterious forest whose
trees silhouette is foreign to us, like on an unknown planet. The renowned botanical
plate No. 72 by the German biologist and philosopher Ernst Haeckel in his Kunstformen der Natur (Art Forms of Nature, 1904) is a perfect paradigm of this manifestation. We will linger on this image conceived by a scientist, but which can shame
even the most elaborate sets of science fiction films. One variety of moss stands out:
it consists of a multitude of small red parasols. It is called Splachnum. It’s infested
with both a mammal, the cow, and an insect, the fly. The first produces the dwelling:
this moss settles exclusively on the dried-up dung of ruminants. The second en-

Huelgoat, Brittany - FRANCE
Moss’ Habitat : Granite Cliffs, Narrow Valleys and Rainforests
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Kunstformen der Natur- Planche n°72 Ernst Haeckel, 1904. in. La Garence Voyageuse spécial Bryophytes, Hiver 2014. N°108
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sures fertilization. This parasol produced by the moss is both an ingenious landing
strip for the fly and a concentrate of irresistible effluvia for the diptera. However, it
is not recommended for the most sensitive human noses! Other mosses can subsist
in fox droppings, but what’s even more intriguing is the universe that moss creates
for certain insects and micro-organisms which can take refuge there and find shelter
and cover all year round. Small, organized and thriving communities come alive
before our eyes as the microscope zooms into this miniscule biosphere. We will discover batrachians, beetles and a snow wader who has taken advantage of the amazing camouflage attributes of moss.
The Petrichor of the Forests
A mossy foot (filmed in a manner to mimic the characteristics of a giant) crushes
this small microscopic universe in slow motion. The camera gradually scans the
potbellied body of this Hombre de Musgo from bottom to top, a mossy man well
known to the inhabitants of Bejar, Spain. Like insects, in the 15th century man too
understood that covering himself in moss could be strategic in case of attack. What
is this about? Who are these 10 men covered with mosses waiting on the pew of
the cloister of this church? They are carrying heavy clubs, also covered with green
moss fur. A procession sets off, the giants come alive and the throbbing drums give
rhythm to the march. The reasons for this tradition are explained: the legend of

Pluvialis Apricaria, The Plumage of these Chicks Imitates Moss - NORWAY
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these men who saved the city from Moorish invasions by frightening the invaders
disguised in this way. This one is unique in the western world; it is probably the only
one to link a cultural history of men with the bryophytes.
On the side of the world, the moss is an integral part of the Japanese Shinto tradition and is abundant in the gardens of Zen temples. The Japanese admire moss as
we marvel at a constellation of stars. For the first time, a human foot glides over the
moss without crushing it. It is covered with a Jikatabi, these Japanese monk gardener’s boots designed not to crush and compact mosses. We see the monks concentrating on the delicate weeding of bryophytes in mysteriously shaped gardens, show the
Japanese’s deep reverence for these plants. On the mystical island of Yakushima in
the south of the archipelago moss grows at the foot of the thousand-year-old cedars.
This UNESCO protected forest of moss is a place of Shinto pilgrimage, thousands
of Japanese come to walk along the mountain paths to access the undergrowth of
the age-old forests. Yakushima will be the highpoint of this Japanese chapter.
But is moss really culturally absent in the subconscious of Westerners? When the
plant takes over a place, covers and carpets a landscape, we our imagination transports into a world of virgin forests, of territories unexplored by man. Our unconscious speaks.

The Gio-ji Temple, Kyoto - JAPAN
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We return to the scale of man, invoke our imagination and explore the ethnobotanical aspect of moss. We enter the human brain, in this ideation shared by the vast
majority of people on earth. Moss conjures up the idea of a primitive and preserved
nature. But it is the fragrance of the plant, the Petrichor, that has the strongest resonance for man. In 1964, two Australian geologists, J. Bear and R. G. Thomas coined
the term as being the characteristic smell that the earth takes on after rain a term
defined (Nature Magazine n°993/2). This scent is the result of the combination of
rain with an organic compound secreted by mosses, fungi and ferns. It is a pleasant
smell for majority of mankind. Anthropologist believe our collective unconscious
associates the smell with the end of the dry season and the return of harvests.
Life Born of Chaos
Images of desolate landscapes provoke the viewer. We are in Ukraine, in Chernobyl,
where time has remained suspended but where nature has reclaimed its ground.
Landscapes with the airs of “small ends of the world” where moss has taken ownership of the place. We moss spreading over areas contaminated by radioactivity,
transforming these deserted cities into vibrant green ruins. The seas of moss which
carpet the floors and walls are both symbolic of a return to life and of nature triumphing over man.

Polytrichum, A Moss with an Intense Characteristic Odor of Undergrowth
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Mosses are bio-indicators, they inform us about certain ecological characteristics of
the environment and especially about the impact of human habits. Teams of bryologists at the Natural History Museum of Paris are pioneers in this study. The incredible absorbent qualities of moss mean that they can provide invaluable information
enabling the scientists to establish precise maps of contaminated areas. From the
very beginning of the documentary has highlighted man’s mistakes and has act as
a “memento mori” in our imagination. They have been present on earth since the
origin of the world and can alert us to the mistakes we must not make again.
All may not be lost however, and THE MAGICAL WORLD OF MOSS is a
beacon of hope. A consoling metaphor of the fragility of our planet capable of
regenerating itself with or without man.

The Abandoned Pripyat Fairgrounds, Chernobyl - UKRAINE
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TECHNICAL
DEVICES
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TECHNICAL DEVICES
Storytelling
At this stage of the project we imagine that a narrator will take charge of the story
of the film. Calm, descriptive or exalted, she/he will dare to draw parallels, digressions and sometimes share personal remarks. But moss will be our main character.
It will be confronted with obstacles, enemies and allies. We will distil the revelations
on our character, to give it weight and context. Step by step, we will construct the
transformation of our underdog into a hero. Narrative devices will help endear us
to moss and allow us to better understand it.

Sporophyte: Half Eye, Half Tentacle; This Outgrowth of the Gametophyte is the Reproductive organ of Moss
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Time and Movement
Throughout the film, the passage of time will be alternately accelerated or slowed
down to better capture the movement of the mosses. We will get to know them intimately throught the use of several technical tricks such as:
- time scale (slow motion, fast motion, frame by frame)
- nano-micro-macro, aerial, planetary etc. scales.
- endoscopic and thermal cameras
- lighting: clouds, mist, wind, landscapes etc.
- mammals, birds, insects and micro-organisms that employ it as a habitat or as
camouflage.
- by filming those who destroy it, exploit it or cohabit with it

Close-Up of the Umbels of a Splachnum
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These images will be shot with 4K cameras so that our film will be an authentic
visual feast. We want to show the moss from close up so that the viewer will be immersed in their world, revealing their beauty and the details of their anatomy. We
will capture this kind of moment with a micro-travelling camera specially adapted
to capture macroscopic close-ups. This high-precision tool will be built by a team
accustomed to the technological challenges of animal cinema (Le peuple des océans
and Les saisons by Jacques Perrin). They have already agreed to collaborate on our
project.
To capture complex scientific concepts, we will use stop-motion animations (maximum duration: one minute) to illustrate the following:
1. The trajectory of moss in the history of evolution, from the ocean to the earth’s
crust
2. The decomposition of moss creating substrate, at the source of the forests
3. The reproduction of moss
4. The variety of names for the mosses, very colorful in Japan vs. European barbarisms

Theloderma Corticale - The Mossy Frog, Vivarium in the Natural History Museum, Paris - FRANCE
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These sequences will rub shoulders with scenes of animal life. In just one a square
meter of moss, thousands of small beasts: mites, springtails, rotifers, tardigras,
beetles and many other invertebrates thrive. We will follow the life cycle of this
multitude of extraordinary species which evolve before our eyes. It is during these
moments of pure wonderment that our fable will take on its full dimension.
When the macro falls short of showing the infinitely small, we will turn to FX
Fauns studio, who have already collaborated on animal films such as the series The
Conquerors on invasive species. We would like these images to be worked on in such
a way as to blend in with the aesthetics of the macroscopic shots filmed with our
cameras.
Atmospheres
Our mise en scène will play on the contrast between the infinitely small and the
immensity of the landscapes we visit: Iceland, Ireland, France, Belgium, Spain, and
Japan... These settings will allow us to fully comprehend the form, history and symbolism of moss. Luminous or foggy, they will be magnified by drone shots. We shall
use them sparingly and with simple, narrative movements, allowing us to soar above
and capture the surrounding environment.

Gerry - Gus Van Sant, 2002
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We will delight in these framed landscapes.
Atmospheres will play an important role: sunrise and sunset, moving skies, shadows
of clouds, thunderstorms, rain...
We want to intensify the role and representation of the speakers and experts in the
film. We will integrate their interviews in such a way as not to break the momentum
of the narrative. Scientific clarification will be addressed by the participants as well
the narrative. We would like to present already in the development stage.
Working like an anaphora, a lingering shot of our speakers’ feet treading the ground
of the landscapes visited will introduce each expert. The quality of their footfall,
treading, crushing, sparing or avoiding moss, will identify them and their relationship with the plant.

Jikatabi Worn by the Monk Gardeners in Murin-An, Kyoto - JAPAN
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PARTICIPANTS
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PARTICIPANTS
The participants will be chosen not only because of scientific expertise but also their
natural ability to express their love of the subject and transmit their passion. The
following list is provisional and will be completed during the development phase.

Magnea Magnusdóttir - age 38
Icelandic biologist and bryologist.
She specializes in the revegetation of volcanoes
and lava fields. She has studied mosses and their
techniques for reclaiming the soil.

Vincent Hugonnot - age 52
Professional bryologist. Author of the only manual on French species of bryophytes and a guide
for moss lovers. He is a specialist in the ecology of
mosses and their conservation.

Alasdair O’Sullivan - age 35
Employee at Bord Na Móna (The Irish Peat Company). He has been extracting sphagnum moss for
10 years. He is however very involved in the environmental movements of Connemara.

Caroline Meyer - age 42
Responsible for the European campaign to monitor heavy metal pollution (BRAMM) through the
analysis of moss. Through her moss samples she
can map and assess the level of contamination in
polluted areas.
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Véronique Brindeau - 50 ans
Véronique Brindeau teaches the history of Japanese music at the National Institute of Oriental
Languages and Civilizations in Paris. She is the
author of “Louange des Mousses (In Praise of
Moss),” a hymn to bryophytes and their “culture”
in Japan.

Akira Miyawaki - 78 ans
Leading Japanese bryologist and ethnobotanist.
Researcher at the National Museum of Nature
and Science in Tokyo. Specialist in the relationship
between humans and mosses.

Oichi Kiyomura - 64 ans
Moss horticulturalist. Nicknamed the “Moss
King,” he spends most of his time foraging for
moss under wild shrubs, or on slopes and rugged
cliffside, which he then arranges and sells to enthusiastic amateurs of moss.

Hisako Fujii - 40 ans
Sociologist and author of “Mosses, My Dear
Friends “ which was a best-seller in Japan. She
presents her love of moss in conferences and
“Moss Steps”.
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